We derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a time-periodic solution to the abstract Cauchy problem.
Introduction
We study the existence of time-periodic solution to the differential equation where A is the infinitesimal generator of an eventually norm continuous semigroup T .t/ and f is a continuous function in a Banach space X . We say f is w-periodic if w is the infimum of the set of all − > 0 such that f .t/ = f .t + − / for all t ≥ 0. If f is w-periodic then, by uniqueness, u.·/ the mild solution of (1.1) is w-periodic if and only if u.0/ = u.w/. We say (1.1) has a w-periodic solution if there exists x ∈ X such that x = u.w/ = T .w/x + w 0
T .w − s/ f .s/ ds:
When A is the infinitesimal generator of a C 0 -semigroup T .t/, it was shown in Prüss [4] that (1.1) admits a unique w-periodic solution for any given w-periodic continuous function f if and only if 1 is not in the spectrum of T .w/. The aim of this paper is to derive necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of periodicity when A is the infinitesimal generator of an eventually norm continuous semigroup T .t/ and 1 is a pole of T .w/. Our conditions do not rely on explicit knowledge of the semigroup, but only of its generator.
In a Banach space setting, when T .t/ is a C 0 -semigroup generated by A and 1 is a pole of order greater than one, the problem of existence of a periodic solution to (1.1) is non-trivial, since 1 being a simple pole of T .w/ (pole of order one) characterizes a w-periodic semigroup. This observation can be deduced from Engel [2, Theorem IV 2.26, Corollary IV 3.8], and the decomposition theorem that characterizes poles. In Straškraba [5] , the general case of isolated spectral points was considered for a self-adjoint generator of a C 0 -semigroup in a Hilbert space. More results on periodic solutions to abstract evolution problems were obtained in Daners [1] .
Let A be a closed linear operator in a Banach space X . The set of all
For relevant facts from the operator theory of linear operators, see Kato [3] and Taylor [6] .
A C 0 -semigroup T .t/ is eventually norm continuous if there exists t 0 ≥ 0 such that T .t/ is norm continuous for all t > t 0 . We call a C 0 -semigroup T .t/ w-periodic if there exists t 0 > 0 such that T .t 0 / = I and
For relevant facts and properties of eventually norm continuous semigroups and periodic C 0 -semigroups, see Engel [2] .
Necessary and sufficient conditions for periodic solutions
Let T .t/ be an eventually norm continuous semigroup generated by A and 1 be a pole of T .w/. We give necessary and sufficient conditions that ensure (1.1) has a periodic solution. The conditions only depend on the knowledge of the generator. We first need two propositions. For j ∈ N, the function PROOF. Firstly we observe that for each j ∈ N there exists a j -th primitive of f [3] Periodic solution of the Cauchy problem 419 
where G .n/ is the n-th primitive of g such that G .n/ .w/ = G .n/ .0/, and
PROOF. Let 
Since A is nilpotent of order k + 1, we have 
where G
.n/ j is the n-th primitive of
PROOF. On the subspace .I − P/X , (1.1) has a unique w-periodic solution since 1 is in the resolvent set of the restriction of T .w/ to .I − P/X . The existence of a finite subset J of Z such that P = j∈J P j and P j P k = Ž jk P j is a direct consequence of Engel [2, Theorem II.4.18]. Further, it follows from Engel [2, Page 283] that on each P X j , the point .2³i=w/ j is a pole of maximal order k + 1.
On each P j X observe that,
has a w-periodic solution if and only if
has a w-periodic solution. This can be seen through the identities
We can complete the proof by applying Proposition 2.2 to Equation (2.4). where P n is the spectral projection of A at .2³i=w/n.
PROOF. Let P be the spectral projection of T .w/ at 1. We can write T .t/ = T 1 .t/ ⊕ T 2 .t/, where T 1 .t/ and T 2 .t/ are C 0 -semigroups generated by A 1 and A 2 , the restrictions of A to the invariant subspaces P X and .I − P/X , respectively. On .I − P/X , 1 is in ².T 2 .w//, thus (1.1) has a unique w-periodic solution. On P X, since 1 is a simple pole of T 1 .w/, the spectrum of A 1 consists of at most simple poles at .2³i=w/n, n ∈ Z (see Engel [2, Page 283] ). By Engel [2, Theorem IV.2.26], T 1 .t/ is a w-periodic C 0 -semigroup, that is T 1 .0/ = T 1 .w/, and for f .t/ ∈ .A/, t ≥ 0, the mild solution of (1.1) on P X is 
